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Abstract: The mass separator TRISTAN has been moved to Brookhaven HFBR.
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A flux of up to 10 neutrons/cm /sec will be available on target, and improve-

ments in the ion source and beam optics have been made. A computer system with

a CAMAC interface allows data collection from eight independent sources, while a

PDP-11/34 computer is available for extensive off-line analysis.

I. Introduction

From 1966 through 1977 the on-line mass separator called TRISTAN was in

operation at the Ames Laboratory Research Reactor in Ames, Iowa. In the first

decade of operation, TRISTAN was used exclusively in the study of gaseous fission

products, but in the last year at Ames, an in-beam ion source was installed to

significantly broaden the capability of the device. The use of TRISTAN II with
2

the in-beam ion source has been discussed extensively by Fred Wohn and John

Hill. It became quite clear from the high level of interest expressed, for

example, at the BKL Isotope Separator On-Line Workshop in 1977, that a rich field

of physics research remains to be exploited with such devices. Accordingly, in

early 1978, a decision was reached to move TRISTAN to Brookhaven's High Flux
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Beam Reactor, and with suitable modifications and improvements, to place it into

operation. The main subjects of this paper is to describe these modifications in

some detail, and to describe the rather extensive data acqusition system which has

been assembled to carry out these measurements.

II. Installation of TRISTAN at the HFBR

The major components of TRISTAN, such as the separating magnet, switch mag-

net, lens box, collector box and moving tape collector remain the same at the

HFBR as they were at Ames. The primary differences will be in the equipment layout,

ion beam optics, control circuitry and the ion source. The layout of the system

is shown in Fig. 1.

The equipment layout was designed to eliminate the 100° electrostatic sector

required at Ames, since this was a source of operating difficulty, and to provide

for the best shielding configuration. An important improvement is that the

HFBR arrangement makes it possible to align the ion source so that it is coaxial

with the electrostatic focusing elements. Improper alignment can cause serious

focusing aberrations which lead to loss of efficiency and mass resolution.

Three electrostatic focusing lenses are required upstream of the separating

magnet. An einzel lens located immediately after the extraction electrode con-

verges the ion beam so that there are no losses as the ion beam traverses the

narrow tube in the shielding block. Without this lens about 70% of the beam

intensity would be lost. A beam monitor consisting of three concentric current-

sensing rings on a printed circuit board can be used to aid in adjusting the

einzel lens potential. When the beam current on the outer rings diminishes,

the beam will be sufficiently converged. A quadrupole singlet, located on the

magnet si<je of the shielding block, diverges the beam so that a virtual object

may be formed at the focal length of the separating magnet. This provides
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an image at the focal plane in the collector box without producing a crossover

before the magnet. A compression lens, located after the quadrupole ler>s,

focuses the beam in u.e vertical direction, so that a line of appropriate

height can be obtained anywhere downstream of the focal plane. A pair of vertical

steering plates are located immediately before the separating magnet to provide

any necessary vertical deflection.

To accomodate a second mass line for future experiments the switching

magnet has been located further from the collector box than it was originally.

This relocation makes it necessary to place another quadrupole singlet before

the switch magnet to form a virtual object at its focal plane. The icn beam

has only two crossovers. One is at the focal plane in the collector box and

the other at the point of beam deposit in the experimental apparatus, such as

the moving tape collector. There are no crossovers prior to mass separation.

Since the total beam current may be as high as^lOO yA we thus avoid some space-

charge effect problems.

The servo-controlled ion source power supplies of Ames have been replaced

by solid state supplies which can be controlled from the operators1 console

via fiber-optic links. A 0 to 10 volt DC signal controls a linear voltage to

frequency converter, which drives an LED fiber-optic transmitter. The optical

fibers provide high voltage isolation. A photodiode receiver controls a frequency

to voltage converter which drives programmable power supplies with its output.

The vacuum system will be monitored and operated by a microprocessor-based

device. The controller can start the vacuum system, change operating mode from

a standby to a run situation, and shut off sections of the separator in the event

of a vacuum failure. The program was designed to provide safe user interaction

with the vacuum hardware. The modular design of the microprocessor makes
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it possible to include monitoring and controlling other parts of the separator.

The moving tape collector will also be controlled by a microprocessor-based

machine for ease of use and for protection against operator error.

The ion source, shown in Fig. 2, is of the FEBIAD (Forced Electron Bombardment,

4
Induced Arc Discharge) type developed by Kirchner and Roeckl. About 2 grams of

235
U is impregnated in a graphite cloth target, which is formed into a cylindrical

shape and inserted into the graphite anode. Some targets at Ames were loaded

235

with as much as 8 grams of U. The ion source can be operated in the oscillating-

electron mode, for maximum efficiency, when the end cap is at ground potential,

or it can be operated in the direct-arc discharge mode, for ideal ion optics,

when the end cap is at the anode potential. By selecting an intermediate end

cap potential, a good compromise between best optics and best efficiency can be

reached. The electrons are emitted from a graphite capsule which is heated by

a tungsten filament. Helmholtz coils provide an axial magnetic field to increase

the path length of the electrons and hence the probability of ionization. The

FEBIAD ion source offers many advantages over the conventional oscillating-electron

source. Among the advantages are low-pressure operation, very stable discharge

conditions, long lifetimes and high ionization efficiency.

The ion source consumes about 1.5 kW of power and operates at about 1500-1800°C.

At these temperatures Zr, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, Kr, Rb, Sr, Y, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Te,

I, Xe, Cs, Ba and La fission products can be observed either as direct products

or as decay products. Increasing the ion source temperature will, in general,

increase the yield of an element. Thus operating temperature can be especially

important where half-lives are short, since the release of fission products from

the graphite matrix is noi: prompt. The indications are that for many refractory

elements, such as Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd and the lanthanides, increased
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temperatures will not result in significant yields. An ion source development

program is contemplated, which must take not only the direction of higher

temperatures to improve yields, but also new target and ion source designs.

One possibility is a helium jet transport system coupled to an ion source, to

obtain these refractory elements.

Ion source target development will be done on the ISTU (Ion Source Testing

Unit), which is also being transferred to Brookhaven. This system consists of

an ion source housing, lens box with focusing elements, a 90° sector separating

magnet and a collector box at the focal plane.

III. Data Acquisition at TRISTAN

We were guided in our design of the TRISTAN DAS (data acquisition system)

by several principles derived from our previous experience in the domain of

computer-based and time-shared data acquisition systems. Such systems have been

in active use at Brookhaven since 1962, when the first time-shared, computer-

based analyzer for nuclear physics use was installed at the B6RR (Brookhaven

Graphite Research Reactor) . It might be of some interest to enunciate and

describe these principles here. They are as follows:

1. DAS must use commercially available components whenever possible:

specialized, locally developed interfaces are to be avoided.

2. The operating system for DAS should use manufacturers software and

operating monitors, and should be written in FORTRAN to the greatest extent

possible. This principle will allow easy modification of the operating program

as required.

3. The system must be modular to allow adaptability to changing user

requirements.

4. Straightforward communication to other computers for further data pro-

cessing must be offered.
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5. The system must be easy to use for the operator: no specialized

computer knowledge is required.

6. A variety of independent experimental inputs must be offered so that

several experiments can be processed at the same time.

We have attempted to adhere to these principles as closely as possible.

The TRISTAN DAS system design is discussed in terms of these requirements. It

should be noted that the DAS will process not only TRISTAN data, but will

also handle data from several other HFBR nuclear physics research efforts,

e.g., the filtered-beam (n,y) experiments, activation experiments, and the

neutron tlme-of-flight facility at the HFBR.

The key to satisfying principles 1 and 6 lies in the use of a CAMAC

interface and a microprocessor-based branch driver which is capable of multi-

plexing independent CAMAC inputs from one or more CAMAC crates. The Micro-

programmed Branch Driver (MBD), as developed by Biswell and Rajala for the

Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility, is used in our system. As seen in Fig. 3,

the MBD funnels the CAMAC inputs; into a PDP-11 unibus, to which are attached

a PDP-11/20 central processor and a set of peripherals. These include a real

time clock, a display unit (which itself includes a microprocessor), a console

typewriter, a 1 megaword core memory, two 1.2 megaword disk drives, a paper

tape reader-punch, and two 800 BPI 9-track industry standard magnetic tape units.

The interfacing of commercially available pulse height converters for

TRISTAN is shown schematically in Fig. 4. The only locally-built unit involves

a set of level translators to match the TTL input requirements of CAMAC input

registers. The ADC store pulse may be used to generate a demand signal on the

CAMAC branch highway, which in turn causes one of eight independent program

modules located in the 4096 word MBD memory to execute. These programs are
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written in a simple MBD computer language which is the principal non-FORTRAN

language component of DAS. The program transfers the accepted data to the

PDP-11 memory or to one of the peripherals. In the course of program execution

a clear pulse will be returned to reset the ADC for the next event. A number of

external ADC's may be grouped to collect multiparameter data. A very large

grouping may be envisaged; for example, a complex angular correlation array in-

volving many detectors. A part of the ADC output word—3 bits of 16 typically—

may be used for ADC identification or other purposes. A real time clock may be

read for multi-scaling of spectra. Not shown on the diagram are such items as

sealers, display drivers, interlock status words, and other input/output func-

tions, which may be readily introduced on the CAMAC dataway. The scheme allows

for a flexible allocation of resources to several quite independent measurements.

Table 1 shows the requirements to be met for data collection for TRISTAN

experiments. Modular programs for operation of the various channels will reside

in the MBD. The large 1 megaword core memory is available for spectrum storage,

and can be used in principle for direct sorting of 2-parameter experiments,

where tape writing is bypassed. For more than 2 parameters, list mode or event

mode recording directly to magnetic tape is used. As can be seen from the table

the system will process a wide variety of different experiments with TRISTAN.

The operating system for data control, collection, and monitoring is

written largely in FORTRAN. The RT-11 programming system provided by Digital

Equipment Corporation is used in the PDP-11/20 computer. Use of standard soft-

ware and the standard operating system facilitates operation and modification of

the system.

Output listing of selected spectra may be obtained on the console typewriter.

The spectrum may be viewed as a point plot on the display processor, which uses

a 17 inch cathode-ray display tube. All spectra data are stored in 32 bit
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precision. Spectra may be stored in the large memory, for instant recall, or

on disk or tape.

To satisfy the requirement for ease of use and control, a format-free

input mode is used by the operator at fhe console typewriter keyboard, a Texas

Instruments "Silent 700" unit. A vocabulary of simple keyboard control commands

is available to the user. Table 2 displays some of the typical commands available,

as logged on the operator's terminal. In response to a cue from the keyboard

"?", the operator may type "LOOK" to access a certain spectrum and "DISP" to form

that spectrum on the display. The "LOOK" command fetches a spectrum from the

1 megaword memory and transfers it to the 2SK memory of the CPU, where it is

available to the display processor. The "DISP" command may be followed by a

string of numbers which represent minimum and maximum values of the abscissa

and the ordinate, respectively. Automatic scaling is provided if the ordinates

are omitted. Experiments may be turned oi and off, and tape storage of event

descriptors may be controlled by "'ON" and "OFF" commands, as shown. A status

word keeps track of various experimental interlocks, and if an interlock is set,

the experiment is terminated automatically. An undefined entry is flagged by

the words "**INVAL.CMND.", or "*ERR" as shown. A real time clock in the PDP-11/20

keeps track of calendar time, for each change in experimental conditions.

We have chosen 9-track magnetic tape, recorded at either 800 BPI or 1600

BPI, as a medium of information exchange between computers. List mode recorded

data written by the 11/20 may be transferred to a PDP-11/34A computer for

independent analysis. The PDP-11/34 configuration is shown in Fig. 5. Since

this computer is not connected to data acquisition the user is perfectly free

to write, modify, and run any programs of his own choosing. The floating point

processor and extended memory capabilities of the 11/34 provide the user with a
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fairly powerful set of computational tools. ' Least squares fitting routines

and an interactive graphics package are being developed for the user. The

spectral information will be available on magnetic tape in a ASCII-compatible

format with fixed record lengths of 120 characters. These can be read by a

computer with a standard FORTRAN operating system, for example, a computer at

the user's home institution. A VERSATEC printer-plotter will be available for

producing graphical output and for listings. System program development for

the data acquisition computer will also be done on the PDP-11/34. The important

advantage of the separation of acquisition and computation functions between

the two computers lies in the complete freedom of the user to do as he wishes

with his data on the 11/34, without any concern with interaction with the data

acquisition of other experiments. The software package for the PCP-11/34 is

based on the RT-11 extended memory, foreground-background monitor.

Conclusion

TRISTAN at the HFBR is expected to undergo initial beam line tests in

July of 1979 and to be tested with a neutron beam in September 1979. On

October 1, 1979, the HFBR will be shutdown for conversion from 40 to 60 megawatt

operation. We expect beam time will be available for interested users at the

beginning of 1980.

The authors wish to acknowledge the many valuable suggestions offered by

the members of the TRISTAN Users' Group, and particularly to the helpful advice

of Steve Bart, of the University of Houston, in several areas of program

implementation.



Figure Captions

1. The floor layout for TRISTAN at the Brookhaven High Flux Beam Reactor.

2. The TRISTAN FEBIAD ion source.

3. Schematic diagram of the TRISTAN data acquisition system.

4. Diagram of the TRISTAN interface.

5o The configuration for the PDP-11/34 off-line analysis system.

Table Captions

1. The data acquisition requirements for TRISTAN and other nuclear

physics experiments at HFBR.

2. Examples of the input dialogue for operation of the data acquisition

system.
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TABLE 1

DATA ACQUISITION MEMORY REQUIREMENTS FOR EXPERIMENTS

FACILITY

TRISTAN

EXPERIMENT

YY-Ge(Li) x Ge(Li)

YY-Ge(Li) x LEPS

ANALYZER
MODE LIST MODE

24K

20R Gated Singles 8R x 8R x 2
4K Beam Monitor

FILTERED BEAM

CHOPPER

UTILITY

Y Multiscale

e'xY (Ge(Li))

e~XY (LEPS)

e" Multiscale

S"XY (Ge(Li))2

T, (Excited States)

Angular Correlation

Perturbed Angular
Correlation

Dye Laser

Standard

YY Coincidence^

Standard

Detector checkout
Equipment checkout
General purpose

4R x 30 LEPS

20R

4R x 30

20R

20R

4R

8R

Modest

16R

8R

8R x 30 or

8R

8R x

8R x

4R x

4R x

4R x

4R x

8R x

~81T?

4K x 2

4R

4R x .5R Ge(Li)

4R x .5R LEPS

4K x 6

4R x .5R

8K

-Ur —



TABLE 2

DN FC "3:53:15 9-MfiY-79
RUN = 94
TIME = 1087 .72 MIN.
tCRLERS = 2 . 447370E+' 15 6 . t-26300E+ 04 5 . £ 07175E+ 08 6.169S98E+ 07
TINE SCflN < 1 J 1024>
SNER SCftW >: 4 0? 4000>
TAPE = 1

4i3£8 RECORDS ON TftPE
3972 RECORDS DECDDED

0 ERRORS ON TAPE
? OFF FTflPE

••INVfiL. CMHD.
7 OFF FTRPE

OFF FTflPE 08:57:01 9-MftY-79
SUM = 94
TIME = 1091.48 MIN.
ICflLERS = £.4558£0E+05 6.548900E+04 5.2£5c'06E+0S 6
TIME SCflN •; 1. 10£4>
£NER SCflN •• 40J 4000:•
TFIPE = 0
4041 RECORDS ON TflPE
3985 RECORDS DECODED

0 ERRORS ON TflPE

LOOK FC ENfcKbY
? DISP 10 1000
? LOOK FC TIME
? DISP 10 1024
" DISP 10 100 0 3000

? FC INTRLK- 1
TIME = 557.32 Mir*.
08:47:32 8-MflV-79
T LOOK SI
•ERR. TYPE- LOOK C? > Fl > FC» S.> '• TI ME > Ef- f PGV > I •
•-- LOOK S 1
? DISP 10 4096
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DATA ACQUISITION
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